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"Everybody around us was complaining about the noise...
We were using a really loud pneumatic piston vibrator to empty our railroad 
cars.  It worked fine - the problem was that it ran at over 100 dB.  That’s 
a lot of noise and nobody was happy about it.  Employees and neighbors 
complained, but there wasn’t much we could do about it.  We needed the 
vibration to empty our cars.  You can imagine how happy everybody was when 
we switched to VIBCO’s silent solution.  And, since the CCW-5000 doesn’t need 
lubrication, we’ve reduced our maintenance costs while totally eliminating our 
big noise problem.”

VIBCO’S SOLUTION
The plant manager knew about VIBCO’s 
CCW-5000 Silent Pneumatic Rotary 
Piston Railroad Car Shaker and called 
to request a FREE 10-Day product trial.  
VIBCO immediately sent the CCW-5000 
out to the site where it was installed to 
remedy the noise problem.  And they 
worked faster and better and didn’t 
require maintenance.

VIBCO’S BENEFITS
After installing the VIBCO 
CCW-5000 Silent Pneumatic Rotary 
Piston Vibrator the customer received 
the following benefits:

Major noise problem was totally 
eliminated

Railroad cars were emptied in 
record time - increasing production 
and output

No need to fill lubricators - the 
VIBCO CCW-5000 requires no 
lubrication
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Model CCW-5000 Silent Pneumatic
Rotary Piston Railroad Car Shaker

ALTERNATE MODELS
VMW-800 or VMC-800S (clamp style) Electric Railroad Car 
Shaker (single or three phase available)

SVRLS-5500 (on clamp or wedge) Pneumatic High 
 Frequency Vibrator
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We’re the^Vibrator Guys.™SILENT

Yard Manager
Carl P., Nebraska

6000 VPM at 80 PSI
50 CFM at 80 PSI
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5000 lbs of force
78 dB on A-Scale at 1 meter
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Railroad Car Shaker

Do neighbors and employees complain about noise?
VIBCO has a much quieter solution.    

Product Application 
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Rotary Piston 
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CCW-5000




